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1.0 Purpose
The purpose of this documentation is to describe how to use the Facebook* JavaScript* API commands
in a native application. This document assumes that the audience has a working knowledge of the
Intel® XDK as well as the Facebook developer page (http://developer.facebook.com).

2.0 The JavaScript Bridge APIs
The Intel® HTML5 Development Environment JavaScript API includes a Facebook object that will trigger
the native Facebook API within a native application built using the App Dev Center build system. For
more information on the Facebook technology that is used in the build system, see Facebook’s site here:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/guides/mobile/

2.1 Login
This command is used to log the user into Facebook. When it is run, a dialog generated by Facebook
should appear allowing the user to enter their credentials. Depending on the result of that interaction
with Facebook, the application will receive a JavaScript event (appMobi.facebook.login) indicating
whether the login was successful or not.
AppMobi.facebook.login(permissions)

Log in to Facebook with the requested permissions. If none are specified, defaults will be used. For
more information about Facebook login permissions, see Facebook’s site here:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/authentication/permissions/
Here is a block of sample code to illustrate how the login process works:
document.addEventListener("appMobi.facebook.login",function(e){
if (e.success == true)
{ console.log("Facebook Log in Successful"); }
else
{ console.log("Unsuccessful Login"); }
},false);
AppMobi.facebook.login("publish_stream,publish_actions,offline_access");

2.2 Logout
This command is used to log the user out of Facebook.
AppMobi.facebook.logout()

Here is a block of sample code to illustrate how the logout process works:
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document.addEventListener("appMobi.facebook.logout",function(e){
if (e.success == true)
{ console.log("Logged out of Facebook"); }
else
{ console.log("Unsuccessful Logout"); }
},false);
AppMobi.facebook.logout();

2.3 Request with REST API
This API command is used to make requests against the older Facebook REST API. This API is being
deprecated by Facebook, and may not be available in the future. For more information on Facebook’s
REST API see the Facebook documentation here:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/rest/
AppMobi.facebook.requestWithRestAPI(command, method, parameters)

2.4 Request with Graph API
This API command is used to make requests from the newer Facebook Graph API. For more information
on this particular API, see Facebook’s documentation here:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/api/
AppMobi.facebook.requestWithGraphAPI(path, method, parameters)

Here is a block of sample code that illustrates how one might use the Facebook Graph API to get the
pictures of all the friends of a particular Facebook user. Alternatively, use Facebook’s “me” placeholder
to refer to the Facebook ID of the user currently logged in.
var facebookUserID = "me"; //me = the user currently logged into Facebook
document.addEventListener("appMobi.facebook.request.response",function(e) {
console.log("Facebook User Friends Data Returned");
if (e.success == true) {
var data = e.data.data;
var outHTML = "";
for (var r=0; r< data.length; r++) {
outHTML += "<img src='http://graph.facebook.com/" + data[r]["id"]
+ "/picture' info='" + data[r]["name"] + "' />";
}
document.getElementsByTagName("body")[0].innerHTML = outHTML;
document.removeEventListener("appMobi.facebook.request.response");
}
},false);
AppMobi.facebook.requestWithGraphAPI(facebookUserID + "/friends","GET","");

Test out a path/method/parameters with the Facebook Graph Explorer:
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http://developers.facebook.com/tools/explorer

2.5 Show Application Request Dialog
This API command is used to bring up Facebook’s application request dialog. The Request Dialog sends a
request from one user (the sender) to one or more users (the recipients). The Request Dialog can be
used to send a request directly from one user to another or display a Multi Friend Selector Dialog,
allowing the sending user to select multiple recipient users. Find more information on Facebook’s
request dialog here:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/dialogs/requests/
AppMobi.facebook.showAppRequestDialog(parameters);

Here’s an example code block:
document.addEventListener("appMobi.facebook.dialog.complete",function(e) {
console.log("Permissions Request Returned");
if (e.success == true) {
console.log("News feed updated successfully");
} else { console.log("permissions request failed"); }
},false);
var objParameters = {"to":"USER_ID_HERE","message":"My Awesome
Message","title":"A title for this dialog would go here"}
AppMobi.facebook.showAppRequestDialog(objParameters);

2.6 Show News Feed Dialog
This API command is used to prompt the user to publish an individual story to a profile’s feed. Find
more information about the feed dialog here:
http://developers.facebook.com/docs/reference/dialogs/feed/
AppMobi.facebook.showNewsFeedDialog(parameters);

Here’s a sample code block:
//This allows you to post to your Facebook Wall
document.addEventListener("appMobi.facebook.dialog.complete",function(e) {
console.log("News Feed Event Returned");
if (e.success == true) {
console.log("News feed updated successfully");
}
},false);
var objParameters = {
"picture":"http://fbrell.com/f8.jpg",
"name":"Facebook Dialog",
"caption":"This is my caption",
"description":"Using Dialogs to interact with users.",
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"link":"http://www.appmobi.com/documentation"
}
AppMobi.facebook.showNewsFeedDialog(objParameters);

2.7 Enable Frictionless Requests
This command ensures that news feed requests are “frictionless” in that they enable users to send
requests to specific friends without having to click on a pop-up confirmation dialog. This command
option is for the Apple iOS* platform only since Google Android* requests are automatically set to be
“frictionless”.
AppMobi.facebook.enableFrictionlessRequests();

3.0 Facebook Developer Page Setup
Adding JavaScript API commands to an Intel® XDK application is one part of setting up Facebook
integration. Some integration between the App Dev Center and the Facebook Developer site must be
done as well.

3.1 Testing in the Intel® XDK
Your Facebook-enabled application may be tested through the Intel XDK. The JavaScript API commands
will work to simulate the same experiences that will happen on a mobile device. To test your
application within the Intel XDK, a few settings must be arranged within the Facebook developer site as
well as within App Dev Center.

3.1.1 Create a Facebook Application
Navigate to the Facebook developer site (http://developer.facebook.com) and set up a new Facebook
application. Set up the basic information including the display name and namespace.

3.1.2 Set the Mobile Web URL
After setting up the Facebook application, edit the application and set the Mobile Web URL to:
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http://html5tools-software.intel.com

3.1.3 Copy the Facebook App ID
Once the Mobile Web URL is set, copy down the Facebook Application’s App ID for the next step. The
App ID is a unique 15-digit number generated by Facebook to identify an application running on their
system.

3.1.4 Give the App Dev Center the Facebook App ID
Log into your App Dev Center account at:
http://appcenter.html5tools-software.intel.com
Find the application to test Facebook integration with in the Control Center, and click on the Credentials
icon.
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Select the Configure Facebook option, and then paste the Facebook App ID copied from the previous
step into the appropriate edit field. Enter the same App ID with the letters ‘fb’ in front of it for the
Protocol Handler field, unless the particular application uses a different protocol handler for some
reason.

3.2 Google Android* Applications
In order to get a native Google Android application to access Facebook, follow these instructions.

3.2.1 Create a Facebook Application
Follow the instructions in section 3.1.1 to create a Facebook application if one has not already been
created.

3.2.2 Copy the Facebook App ID to App Dev Center
Follow the instructions in sections 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 to get the unique App ID for the Facebook Application
and pass it to App Dev Center.

3.2.3 Build for Android
Build the Android application. For more information on building an Android application in App Dev
Center, check out this document:
http://www.html5dev-software.intel.com/documentation/index.php?DOC=TUTORIAL_BUILD_BINARY_ANDROID

3.2.4 Copy the Android Key Hash from App Dev Center
During step 4 of the Android build process, copy down the Facebook Application Signature from App
Dev Center.
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3.2.5 Give Facebook the Application Signature
Log back into the Facebook Developer page, and open up the settings for a Native Android App. Enable
the setting for Configured for Android SSO: and paste the application signature taken from the App Dev
Center build process into the field marked Android Key Hash.

3.1

Apple iOS* Applications

There are two types of builds for an Apple iOS application. An adhoc build that includes commands to
the Facebook application only requires the steps required to test in the Intel XDK outlined in section 3.1.
However, once an iOS application is available in the application store, a few settings must be tweaked in
the Facebook Developer site to complete the integration.
For more information on building an iOS application in App Dev Center, check out this document:
http://www.html5dev-software.intel.com/documentation/index.php?DOC=TUTORIAL_BUILD_BINARY_IOS

3.1.1 Get the iOS Application ID
During an iOS build, a bundle ID is generated and passed to the Apple Developer Site. Copy that unique
identifier down during the production build.
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3.1.2 Give Facebook the Application ID
In the Facebook Developer site, open up the settings for Native iOS Application. Paste the bundle ID into
the field for iOS Bundle ID.

Next, copy down the store ID Apple assigns to the application once it has been submitted to the app
store, and drop them into the appropriate App Store ID fields. Finally enable both Configured for iOS
SSO and iOS Native Deep Linking.

4.0 Conclusion
This tutorial should help developers get started using both the Facebook Graph API as well as the legacy
REST API. For more information on App Dev Center find a document on how it works here:
http://www.html5dev-software.intel.com/documentation/index.php?DOC=ARTICLE_APPDEVCENTER

